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Abstract: Nowadays there is a growing demand for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to
improve their level of digitalisation. This situation becomes even more critical in cases when SMEs
act in the role of a subcontractor of large enterprises who demand the utilisation of certain digital
operations. This paper aims to identify the essential Industry 4.0 attributes for the requirements of
SMEs that enterprises can purchase to deploy an adequate solution with a view of increasing their
competitiveness in the market. By analysing research articles and statistical data from the worldwide
Web of Science database, we identify the major Industry 4.0 attributes for SME: Internet of Things
(IoT), Big Data, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Cloud Computing, Simulation and Cybersecurity. Based
on the review results and a survey by the European Commission, we propose devices primarily
designed to implement AI tasks in industrial environments that meet the essential attributes for
SMEs and have low entry costs. The subject of IoT is thoroughly addressed. Its subsets and the
relationship between Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT)
are introduced and described. The characteristics of the listed devices as related to usability in the
identified attributes are verified. Therefore, the description of the devices is provided with respect
to their usability in SMEs. The main purpose of this paper is to identify attributes for SMEs and
to develop strategic plans for the digitalisation requirements, particularly in the development of
Artificial Intelligence as part of the implementation of the IoT pillar.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; Artificial Intelligence; Big Data; Smart Factory; resource-limited devices;
AIoT; deep learning; edge AI

1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 is considered to be the fourth industrial revolution and is characterised
by smart manufacturing. It is a comprehensive and flexible system covering digital man-
ufacturing technologies, network communications, computer technologies, automation
technologies and many other areas. The fundamental of implementation is based on digital
design and simulation, highly automated production, data from production processes and
management of production processes, creating the whole process to gain knowledge from
the production. On the other hand, Industry 4.0 is based on cyber–physical systems (CPS)
using computing, communication and control technologies in close cooperation to achieve
real-time intelligent manufacturing systems, dynamic control and information services. IoT,
Big Data, AI, Augmented Reality, Simulation, Horizontal and Vertical Integration, Additive
Manufacturing, Autonomous Robots, Cloud Computing and Cybersecurity are considered
to be the key Industry 4.0 technologies [1]. Figure 1 shows a diagram of Industry 4.0 with
the mentioned technologies.
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Figure 1. Industry 4.0 scheme.

Deploying all the Industry 4.0 technologies and moving the enterprise to the Smart
Factory level is costly, time-consuming and personnel intensive. Large companies have
adopted strategies for introducing digitisation into production, but the problem is rep-
resented by SMEs with a lack of capital and staff. Surveys show that SMEs are largely
unaware of the need to introduce digitalization into production. In the future, such compa-
nies may lose their place in the market, as they will lose their competitiveness compared
to large companies and small- and medium-sized digitised companies. If SMEs were to
implement at least some of the key Industry 4.0 technologies, they could more easily sustain
themselves in the market, speed up production and increase production capacity. This
brings us to the main research question: Which key Industry 4.0 technologies should SMEs
deploy? This could lead to a change in the adoption of business digitisation strategies
in the future. In this article, we deal with the answer to this question. Research articles
mainly focus on selected Industry 4.0 technologies that they describe as important from
their perspective, which creates the space for this research. In our paper, we have focused
on all the important Industry 4.0 technologies, and through a literature overview, we have
identified the necessary attributes with a focus on SME. The importance of digitalisation for
SMEs has also been declared by the European Commission, which has launched projects
and conferences to support SMEs in the field of digitalisation.

The European Commission considers Artificial Intelligence to be the most important
element of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, especially for small- and medium-sized enter-
prises. In second place in terms of importance and benefit, they consider Big Data analytics,
and advocate a Business-to-Business strategy for implementing Big Data into practice. The
European Commission sees huge potential in small- and medium-sized enterprises and
emphasises the importance of transforming them into digital enterprises. With the deploy-
ment of AI in key areas, GDP is estimated to increase by around 1.8% by 2025, and in the
longer term to result in a cumulative increase of 13.5% by 2030, depending on region and
industry [2]. AI is likely to have the biggest positive impact on manufacturing—especially
IIoT, mobility and smart healthcare. Achieving the best possible results will depend on
harnessing the full potential of AI in SMEs.

This paper highlights the following:

1. identification of the necessary attributes of Industry 4.0 to move the SME to a level
close to the Smart Factory,

2. highlighting the need for digitisation for SMEs,
3. proposing devices meeting the identified attributes of Industry 4.0 and their prospec-

tive use in SME.
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In Section 2, we describe Big Data and AI as important tools that the European Com-
mission considers to be the most important attributes of digitalisation. For identification
of attributes, we used scientific articles from 2016 to 2022 in which the authors deal with
the key attributes of Industry 4.0—this part is described in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we
address the need for SMEs to transition to Industry 4.0. In Section 4, we describe IoT
devices from an Industry 4.0 perspective. We identify the specific subcategories of IIoT and
AIoT. Then, we compare the characteristics of selected specific devices with the identified
Industry 4.0 attributes. The design of each device has been also compared in terms of the
use of AI. All equipment has been selected to be prospective for SME use, with the priority
assumption being low initial investment.

2. Materials and Methods

Based on the findings and recommendations of the European Commission, which
identified Big Data and Artificial Intelligence technologies as key to the development and
competitiveness of SMEs in the field of digitalisation. In the following section, we describe
the two aforementioned technologies and their perspective in Industry 4.0. This section
also includes a literature review with a methodological explanation of the research topic.

2.1. Big Data and Perspective in Industry 4.0

Big Data is one of the most important technologies in Industry 4.0. It includes the
collection of data from all possible devices in companies as well as data on customers or
processes. They contribute to increasing the quality and speed of production, predicting
machine failures (predictive maintenance) and focusing production more on customer
needs. The term Big Data does not only apply to the manufacturing sector, but it is also
possible to collect and evaluate data in the business sector or in transport.

Big Data is characterised by the three Vs (Volume, Velocity and Variety). Volume, as
the name suggests, predicts huge volumes of processed data, on the order of terabytes
to tens of petabytes. Velocity characterises the speed of data recording and processing.
Data are coming in at a great pace, so it is important to be able to process it continuously.
The data are not only structured—some are semi-structured and some unstructured—this
is characterised by the name Variety. In [3], the authors point out another important
characteristic of data: the criticality and non-criticality of the collected data. Such data
are particularly interesting for small- and medium-sized enterprises, as they usually have
difficulty deploying Industry 4.0 technologies. Then, the question arises: Which data
have a higher value when collected? The answer depends precisely on the criticality and
non-criticality of the collected data, which contributes to an increase in the quality or speed
of production.

For enterprises lacking sufficient capital to incorporate more technologies to enable
the transition to Industry 4.0, Big Data is still a key technology to implement. The need
to collect and analyse data is essential to ensure the competitiveness of businesses in their
industries. In the case of small- and medium-sized businesses, Cloud Computing can also
be a key in evaluating their collected data [4].

In this case, it is also necessary to be more concerned about the security of the data
sent and evaluated in this way. To the same extent, key personnel should be trained in data
collection and analysis [5]. Another problem for small and medium-sized enterprises can be
the extensive data collection required for predictive maintenance. Predictive maintenance
requires large amounts of time-consuming data for proper evaluation. This may not be a
problem for large companies that own a higher number of machines. Small- and medium-
sized enterprises, often having only a few, sometimes just one piece of machinery, may
have difficulty accumulating enough data to properly evaluate predictive maintenance—in
some cases it may take years [6]. Many companies collect data but cannot process and
evaluate it efficiently. There is often a lack of departmental connectivity, where data from
one department that could be used in other departments consequently remains unused
because of the lack of an integrated system. The solution is Enterprise Resource Planning
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(ERP) systems that work with all the data collected in the enterprise [7]. There are some of
the challenges in deploying and operating Big Data in businesses.

2.2. Artificial Intelligence and Perspective in Industry 4.0

With the availability of computing power, it is possible to implement neural network
models and create applications based on multi-perceptron, and it is possible to achieve
accuracy of models deployed on production lines greater than 95%, which is difficult to
achieve with classical methods. Some applications have been able to break this technological
limitation and achieve accuracy of classification models in industrial applications of up to
a 98% [8] recognition success rate. It should be emphasised that these models are dealing
with a specific, clearly bounded problem, where the emphasis is on solving machine vision
problems in a few well-defined categories rather than creating general-purpose machine
recognition systems based on a large volume of data with many object categories. The same
applies to the environment in which the product is located: it is precisely specified, and if
it changes, it is only by the intervention of the operator within a precisely defined range,
which greatly facilitates the design and testing of deep network models since the scene is
not altered by random inputs but consists mainly only of the expected products that enter
the scene on the production line. The environment itself, however, has its own specifics,
with some technical features of the environment complicated the process. As mentioned
earlier, the advantage is the stability and predictability of the environment in which the
product is located, and the system subsequently works within it. The expected results are,
of course, based on the nature of the industry’s manufacturing environment, where the
emphasis is primarily on the technical fulfilment of measurable milestones corresponding
to customer orders. Another important aspect is the efficiency of production to ensure the
competitiveness of the production mode. These insights further drive the requirements for
a machine vision system that must be designed to adapt to the environment. This results
in the inability of using the machine vision system/hardware created for an Industry 4.0
production environment for other uses, for example, for traffic density monitoring or other
tasks. One of the long-term goals of the implementation of Industry 4.0 is, in our view, the
design of Artificial Intelligence systems that will be hardware-universal, assuming modular
system construction, and at the same time sufficiently powerful. Moving in this direction
will be a dynamic element in machine learning implementation, especially for software,
where it will be possible to change the deep learning model remotely.

Motivation behind Deep Learning Technology

Artificial intelligence algorithms have affected virtually the whole world of human
activity in which an electronic device is used. Therefore, the collection of these data is
possible. By post-processing and analysing the data, it is possible to design a model of
machine learning (or deep learning) corresponding to the conditions that occur in real-
life problems.

Intelligence at the edge is different from intelligence in the cloud in terms of require-
ments for energy, cost, accuracy and latency. Due to the limits of battery power and
cooling systems in edge devices, energy consumption is strictly limited [9]. Worldwide,
the high-tech industry invests an enormous amount of finance and effort into building a
robust intelligent system based on neural networks in the expectation of solving technical
problems with state-of-the-art accuracy. Areas using deep learning include machine vision,
healthcare screening, personalised marketing, data analysis of social media customer pref-
erences, predictive maintenance, anomaly detection, etc. Developing models with excellent
results requires considerable time and power resources [10] to meet the high expectations.

All of the aforementioned circumstances have some aspects in common, namely the
computing power and a large amount of data that comply with the highest accuracy to
the statistical distribution of the dataset in the problem area being solved. The examined
processes include compression of the model to an acceptable accuracy level, and, at the
same time, sufficient model testing on selected embedded devices.
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Embedded devices refer to the application-specific integration of computer hardware
and software to satisfy the particular technical requirements of the system in which they
are embedded. Based on the different applications of embedded systems, the respective
global market can be segmented as automotive, consumer electronics, healthcare, telecom-
munication, industrial, homeland security and military, smart cities and aerospace [11–17].

In Figure 2 below, the curve depicts the relationship between societal expectations (on
the vertical y-axis) through time (horizontal x-axis). It demonstrates the active application
of technology in an industrial practice. This cycle represents the state of development
and social exploitation of some technologies that have the potential to advance the whole
society technologically [18]. It provides a graphical representation of new technologies
in five phases: technology’s start, peak of expectation, disillusionment, return to reality
(reparation) and the last phase—the active application of technology in industrial practice.

Figure 2. Technology trend cycle 2021.

2.3. Literature Review and Identification of Key Attributes of Industry 4.0 for SMEs

Identification of the correct essential attributes of Industry 4.0 is needed to find the
answer to the research question: What specific technologies do SMEs need to put in place to
move to a level close to that of a Smart Factory? Scientific studies from scientific databases
from the last six years have been used to identify these attributes. Subsequently, the need
for digitisation for small- and medium-sized enterprises is confirmed from scientific studies
and a survey of the introduction of digitisation from December 2021. The articles highlight
the benefits of digitisation summarised in the end of the chapter.

In [19], the authors identify nine main areas of Industry 4.0—Big Data and analysis,
Optimisation and Simulation, Cloud Technology, Virtual Reality, Horizontal and Verti-
cal Integration, IIoT, 3D printing, Autonomous Robotics and Cybersecurity. The authors
emphasise the need to develop a framework to identify the urgency and benefits of im-
plementing the identified attributes for companies, with each company and each industry
needing different main attributes for implementation.

The review study [20], which compiled 161 highly cited articles, discusses Big Data,
Data Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence as powerful and necessary tools in decision-
making processes in companies. The authors highlight these three technologies as key to
decision-making, prediction and integration and innovation in the manufacturing sector.
Studies show that research has focused more on the intelligence of emerging technologies
than on the use of human–artificial intelligence in decision-making.
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A study monitoring the automotive industry [21] highlights Business Intelligence as
the first major attribute of Industry 4.0, followed by Cloud Computing in order to increase
the decision-making process that must be connected to the “Internet of Everything”. The
study highlights the need for adapting company policy based on customer needs. Other
important attributes of Industry 4.0 are Big Data analytics and visualisation to support
production quality and prediction.

The authors of [3] argue that the real implementation of Industry 4.0 presupposes a
revolutionary change in its concept and design. Industrial processes will have to change
radically from a traditional hierarchical model to a network model of interconnected
services through data sharing and exchange. This highlights working with data as a central
element in putting Industry 4.0 into practice. Therefore, it is necessary to pay particular
attention to the security of the data collected. The article highlights two aspects that need
to be considered when working with data:

1. volume, frequency, and diversity of data,
2. criticality or non-criticality of collected data [3].

On the other hand, in [22], the authors consider IoT, Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning to be the key attributes of Industry 4.0. The real potential lies in the connection
between computers and machines that can make decisions without the need for human
intervention. They consider data handling, connectivity and digitisation to be the key
elements for Industry 4.0 and Blockchain technology.

Study [23] discusses Blockchain technology as a powerful tool for supply chains in
Industry 4.0. A Blockchain can bring traceability and transparency as major benefits. It can
improve information security and trust and enhance efficiency. Future research in this area
should focus on deploying Blockchain technology with IoT technologies and smarter con-
tracts, and applying ML techniques to improve supply chain management. When choosing
suppliers, price plays the biggest role from an economic point of view, environmentally
friendly materials from an environmental point of view and health insurance at work from
a social point of view if managers focus on flexibility [24].

According to the authors of [25], the implementation of the basic attributes of Indus-
try 4.0 in medium-sized enterprises requires:

1. collection of all available data from the company’s facilities,
2. protect data against unauthorised access,
3. evaluate usable data,
4. prepare employees for changes in companies.

To incorporate a more advanced Industry 4.0 strategy in medium-sized companies, it
will be necessary to:

1. visualise data,
2. create a virtual representation of the entire system to identify and eliminate weak-

nesses in production,
3. design autonomous production systems [25].

The authors of the case study [26] incorporated data from four industries and evaluated
the most important parameters of Industry 4.0 from economic, social and environmental
points of view using a multi-context method that integrates a hesitant fuzzy set, cumulative
prospect theory, and VIKOR for evaluating the degree of Industry 4.0 technologies. The
results of the method are shown in the Figure 3 down below [26]. On x-axis, there are the
individual technologies used in Industry 4.0, and the y-axis indicates the score with which
these technologies ended up in the calculations. The data were used by industry as well as
a World Economic Forum White Paper. They found that in the case of the manufacturing
sector, the implementation of mobile technologies, namely 5G, cloud computing, sensors
and drives and Big Data analytics, had the highest final value.
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Figure 3. Study results comparing Industry 4.0 technologies.

In [5], using the Kaizen method, Big Data with analytics, Cloud computing, virtual
simulation, and virtual reality are identified as key Industry 4.0 technologies, providing
decentralisation, real-time capability, interoperability and virtualisation. The article shows
how Lean Manufacturing practices are closely related to Industry 4.0 technologies.

The authors of [27] consider virtual reality, 3D printing and IoT to be the key technolo-
gies in Industry 4.0. They deal intensively with the education of students in these three
areas and bring a methodology for incorporating them into school curricula. They point to
the need to train new and retrain old workers in key areas of Industry 4.0.

A large survey [28] describes much of the Industry 4.0 technology—3D printing,
Horizontal and Vertical Integration, Virtual Reality, Autonomous Robotics, Simulation,
IIoT, CPS, Big Data analytics and Cybersecurity. The authors consider Horizontal and
Vertical Integration to improve logistics and supply chains, robotics to increase productivity
and quality and reduce production times, and Simulation, for instance a digital twin, to
improve prediction. Among the strongest pillars are IIoT, especially with the support of
5G technology, Big Data analytics providing smart manufacturing and providing Business
Intelligence to improve business models, and Cybersecurity to secure all production against
external attacks. Implementing these technologies provides increased profits, a better
supply chain and faster production.

Article [29] highlights Big Data and Cloud Computing as the key technologies of
the Industry 4.0 concept. The use of both technologies is independent of the size of the
company, and companies should include them in their business-innovation strategies. The
authors would like to orient their future research to Big Data, with a focus on Cybersecurity.
They emphasise the need to update existing Big Data standards and define new ones to
ensure interoperability and complementarity.

Article [30] describes Big Data as a critical component for efficient work with data
generated by CPS. Future research should focus on global design from data collection and
processing to forecasting future events, optimisation and management, and production
plans beyond CPS for Industry 4.0 objectives.

2.4. SMEs and Industry 4.0

Article [31] highlights the need for digitisation and transformation to the Industry 4.0
level for SMEs. It points to them as being the key contributors in the industry. Digitisation
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for small- and medium-sized enterprises needs to be further explored, as these enterprises
often have limited resources and can be overtaken by large participants. The implementa-
tion of Industry 4.0 technologies will open up new possibilities and opportunities for these
companies and make them more competitive in the industry. On the contrary, without
implementation, difficulties in maintaining the industry can be expected.

A case study [32] focused on a local automotive company that implemented some
Industry 4.0 attributes. The company:

1. implemented an ERP system as an internal and external platform for communicating
with customers and suppliers and for improving decision-making processes (creation
of the so-called “Digital factory”),

2. set up a multidisciplinary project team to improve products with customer input,
3. set up an integrated systems management unit to simplify the organisation and

facilitate digitisation,
4. implemented logistics functions to improve responses to the international market,
5. set up staff training and set up a permanent training team [32].

Following the implementation of these attributes, revenue significantly increased and prof-
its began to rise. Productivity and the resulting product quality have also increased significantly.

The results of [6] show great potential for small- and medium-sized enterprises if they
cooperate and exchange data. For example, in predictive maintenance, a huge amount
of data obtained from production is the key. For small- and medium-sized enterprises,
obtaining such an amount of data can be a problem, and they need to collect data for
many years. If small- and medium-sized enterprises work together, they can accumulate
sufficient data and be competitive with large companies. This is not only true for predictive
maintenance; the results of the study also show energy savings for individual companies in
such data collection. On the other hand, security issues need to be addressed with such
data exchange.

According to [4], by introducing Industry 4.0 technologies, SMEs can increase their
organisational agility, adaptability and resilience to cope with a competitive environment.
SMEs face three major challenges in terms of digitisation:

1. technological challenges—Industry 4.0 infrastructure is a major challenge for SMEs
given the scale, resources and expertise needed to integrate it.

2. trust challenges—Research has shown that SMEs, if they could collaborate and share
critical data with each other and with partners, would be able to gather the necessary
amount of data faster, e.g., in terms of predictive maintenance. This would result in
opportunities for asymmetric learning. On the other hand, business managers would
find such cooperation difficult.

3. the Big Data challenges—as Industry 4.0 technologies generate and require the pro-
cessing of vast amounts of data, SMEs may have difficulty storing, analysing and
transforming data into efficient solutions [4].

As a framework to address these challenges, the authors suggest:

1. incorporation of Industry 4.0 technologies, especially Big Data and Cloud Computing.
The Cloud can offer computing power to process large amounts of collected data at a
reasonable price.

2. building a structure providing standards for interoperability between different tech-
nologies and suppliers and communication between different channels [33].

3. incorporation of communication protocols, security features on older systems and a
set of uniform technical standards, providing a high level of credibility for SMEs in
collaboration [4].

According to [34], Industry 4.0 technologies are created and used mainly by large
companies; nonetheless, a large portion of suppliers are small- and medium-sized compa-
nies. In fact, 90% of registered companies in Europe are small- or medium-sized [34]. The
authors identified problems with the implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies in small-
and medium-sized enterprises in terms of finances and time needed to learn about these
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technologies. The results of the survey show that companies are interested in implementing
Industry 4.0 technologies and digitisation. Big Data, Machine Learning, Autonomous
Robots and an ERP or Manufacturing Execution System (MES) have been identified as tech-
nologies with great deployment and high complexity. They identified Sensors, Simulation,
Predictive Maintenance and 3D printing as high-benefit, low-complexity technologies.

Article [35] explains the strategy for implementing Lean Manufacturing first, and then
digitisation for SMEs. It describes that first it is necessary to focus the company’s values on
the customer, and only then start implementing individual technologies of Industry 4.0—
first Big Data and Horizontal and Vertical Integration, then Simulation, Digital Twins and
Artificial Intelligence. The article also found the benefit of greener production, as digitised
businesses generate less waste.

Study [36] summarises surveys conducted on German companies. They found that
a large number of companies are aware of the importance of digitisation, but as the size
of companies decreases, so does the effort to deploy digitisation. SMEs make up the vast
majority of all companies, and it is important that the gap between large and small- and
medium-sized enterprises does not widen as large companies deploy digitalisation and
have more potential/capital to deploy new technologies. The authors recommend that
research should focus on reducing mistrust in new technologies, especially in the field of
data security.

In [37], the authors highlight the need for companies to implement Industry 4.0
technologies. Businesses that implement these technologies are growing faster and have
a better chance of surviving in the market. The authors identified the important aspects
in the deployment of IoT in production. According to the results, companies deploying
IoT in production should consider the criteria of technology, communication and safety
in particular, with important sub-criteria of device heterogeneity, network security and
hardware structure.

A survey [38] conducted with a sample of 125 respondents, of which one-third were
small enterprises, one-third medium enterprises and one-third large enterprises, focused
on the deployment of Industry 4.0 technologies as of December 2021 and showed alarming
results. One of the results is the stagnation and decline of the introduction of digitisation
in companies, where about half of the respondents stated that they had not yet started
the Industry 4.0 application, one-fourth had started implementing it, and one-fourth of
the respondents are working with Industry 4.0 teams. Over the last year, the perception
of the need for digitisation has been declining—in 2020, 74% of respondents considered
digitisation to be very important for the future, in 2021 there was a decrease to 46% of
respondents. The survey shows that managers are a major barrier to digitalisation, which
is clear evidence of stagnant digitalisation. Almost 66% of companies do not have an
implementation strategy in place, 42% of companies have not started creating a strategy
at all, and large companies have teams in charge of creating a strategy for implementing
Industry 4.0 elements. Almost 77% of small- and medium-sized companies do not have
an Industry 4.0 solution team. From the point of view of employee education, 30% of
companies perceive the need for employee education in the field of digitisation. The
companies see the biggest shortage of the required skilled workforce in the areas of system
solutions for digitisation, artificial intelligence and industrial engineering and automation.
From the results of the survey, small- and medium-sized enterprises can be expected to
gradually lose orders due to their low competitiveness [38]. There is a need to improve
awareness of digitisation and for companies to start creating and implementing their own
strategies for the needs of transformation to the level of Industry 4.0.

3. Result of Identification of Key Attributes of Industry 4.0

The summarised studies and research clearly show the necessary attributes for the
needs of digitisation and the shift of production of small- and medium-sized enterprises to
a level close to that of a Smart Factory:

1. Big Data, which most of the research has evaluated as a key attribute in digitisation,
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2. Artificial Intelligence, in connection with data processing and the expansion of pro-
duction automation,

3. IoT, as a key element in data collection and processing,
4. Cloud Computing, especially needed for small- and medium-sized businesses to

increase data processing and backup speeds, but large businesses can also benefit
from it,

5. Simulation, especially creating a digital twin for predictive maintenance purposes,
6. Cybersecurity to protect data, either from outside attacks or from data loss.

Figure 4 shows an Industry 4.0 diagram for SMEs with the identified attributes.

Figure 4. Industry 4.0 scheme for SMEs.

The remaining Industry 4.0 technologies are mentioned less frequently in the studies.
Horizontal and Vertical System Integration is also possible to unify the systems used in
companies and to share critical data more efficiently. By incorporating the mentioned
technologies, companies could get significantly closer to the level of a Smart Factory, but
for small- and medium-sized companies, it is still necessary to address the financial side
and ensure the cheapest possible transition to Industry 4.0.

The results and references are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Quantity of individual attributes of Industry 4.0 marked as important in scientific articles.

Attributes Quantity References

Artificial Intelligence 6
Enyoghasi C., et al., 2021 [19], Saldivar A., et al., 2016 [21],

Aoun A., et al., 2021 [22], Liebrecht C., et al., 2019 [25],
Trappey A., et al., 2017 [33], Masood T., et al., 2020 [34]

Big Data 17

López Martinez P., et al., 2021 [3], Han H., et al., 2022 [4],
Valamede L., et al., 2020 [5], Lazarova-Molnar S., et al., 2018 [6], Enyoghasi

C., et al., 2021 [19], Di Vaio A., et al., 2022 [20],
Saldivar A., et al., 2016 [21], Aoun A., et al., 2021 [22],

Liebrecht C., et al., 2019 [25], Calderón R., et al., 2020 [27],
Karnik N., et al., 2021 [28], Velasquez N., et al., 2018 [29],
Trappey A., et al., 2017 [33], Masood T., et al., 2020 [34],

Chen B., et al., 2018 [39], Lu Y., 2017 [40],
Da Costa M., et al., 2019 [41]
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Table 1. Cont.

Attributes Quantity References

IoT 11

Di Vaio A., et al., 2022 [20], Saldivar A., et al., 2016 [21],
Liebrecht C., et al., 2019 [23], Bai C., et al., 2020 [26],

Velasquez N., et al., 2018 [29], Trappey A., et al., 2017 [33],
Sommer L., 2015 [36], Chen B., et al., 2018 [39],
Lu Y., 2017 [40], Da Costa M., et al., 2019 [41],

Thames L., et al., 2017 [42]

Horizontal and Vertical
Integration 5

Calderón R., et al., 2020 [27], Menon S., et al., 2020 [31],
Trappey A., et al., 2017 [33], Masood T., et al., 2020 [34],

Lu Y., 2017 [40]

Cloud Computing 9

Han H., et al., 2022 [4], Valamede L., et al., 2020 [5],
Lazarova-Molnar S., et al., 2018 [6], Enyoghasi C., et al., 2021 [19], Liebrecht

C., et al., 2019 [25], Karnik N., et al., 2021 [31],
Chen B., et al., 2018 [39], Lu Y., 2017 [40],

Da Costa M., et al., 2019 [41]

Augmented Reality 2 Valamede L., et al., 2020 [5], Bai C., et al., 2020 [26]

Simulation 7

Valamede L., et al., 2020 [5], Aoun A., et al., 2021 [22],
Liebrecht C., et al., 2019 [25], Calderón R., et al., 2020 [27],

Trappey A., et al., 2017 [33], Masood T., et al., 2020 [34],
Da Costa M., et al., 2019 [41]

Additive Manufacturing 2 Bai C., et al., 2020 [26], Trappey A., et al., 2017 [33]

Autonomous Robots 2 Calderón R., et al., 2020 [27], Trappey A., et al., 2017 [33]

Cybersecurity 6
Han H., et al., 2022 [4], Aoun A., et al., 2021 [22],

Calderón R., et al., 2020 [27], Karnik N., et al., 2021 [28],
Powell D., et al., 2021 [35], Sommer L., 2015 [36]

Figure 5 shows the number of articles in the Web of Science database for the year
2021 when single-individual attributes are entered as keywords. As the figure shows, the
highest number of articles occurred when the Simulation attribute was entered, followed
by AI, Big Data, Horizontal and Vertical Integration and IoT. The graph, like Table 1,
confirms the importance of the identified attributes. The difference is visible in the attribute
Cybersecurity, with 1588 articles. This number does not diminish the importance of the
attribute but shows the need to focus scientific research on Cybersecurity.
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Figure 5. Number of articles mentioning attributes in the Web of Science database for 2021.
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Benefits for Implementing Industry 4.0 for SMEs

There are not just financial benefits to deploying Industry 4.0 technologies and digitis-
ing businesses. A study [32] from 2017 described digitisation in an automotive company
starting in 2006, from which the following figure comes. As the graph shows, the income of
this company is marked in purple, and the operating profit from 2006 to 2016 is marked
in green. The study performed was described above. The quality of the parts was not
affected during the study, only the technologies of Industry 4.0 and organizational changes
described above were deployed.

The Figure 6 shows that after the start of digitisation, income significantly increased
year-on-year, especially since 2009, and profits began to jump sharply from 2014. This
shows clear advantages in the implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies. Companies
that decide to develop and implement a digitalisation strategy will benefit from it in the
coming years. It is also already the case that if companies decide not to implement Industry
4.0 technologies, it may cost them a place in the market, and some such companies are
likely to disappear in the near future as large companies and small- and medium-sized
digitized enterprises overrun them. The benefits of digitisation for companies are more
significant than the investment required to implement it. The benefits of digitisation and
moving the company to the Smart Factory-level as determined from studies and surveys
are as follows:

1. higher income,
2. higher profit,
3. increased quality of production,
4. increased productivity,
5. reduction of downtime,
6. greener production, digitised businesses generate less waste,
7. higher competitiveness of the company.

Figure 6. Income and operating profit after the start of digitalisation in an automotive company.

4. Perspectives on Embedded AIoT Devices for SMEs Based on Identified Attributes

The Industrial Internet of Things is a relatively new term in industry, often abbreviated
as IIoT in the literature. A precise definition that could describe all the features of IIoT
devices is very difficult. Boyes et al. [42] attempted to develop such a definition from a
variety of sources [43,44]. Based on this knowledge, we can identify IIoT devices as IoT
devices that meet industry standards and are oriented towards being applied in industrial
manufacturing environments. Therefore, the aim of using these devices is to obtain data
from industrial processes and subsequently evaluate these data to, for example, optimise
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production processes and predictive maintenance purposes, reduce the energy intensity
of production and speed up or improve production. However, the application of IIoT
devices is not limited to manufacturing sectors as part of the process of building a Smart
Factory. IIoT devices are also integrated in other sectors where more detailed monitoring of
existing equipment can bring benefits in the form of the ability to analyse the data and the
subsequent ability to optimise the processes. The integration of such devices is therefore
possible in various sectors of the economy where there is the possibility of measuring
and collecting data, and it is not limited to supporting production processes. In the IIoT
philosophy, intelligent machines are not only better at capturing and analysing data in real
time than humans, they can also convey important information that can actually affect the
speed and accuracy of decision making [45].

It also includes areas where there is very limited use of any kind of CPS, but where
there is potential to extend technical means to support and optimise existing processes.

IoT devices are typically connectivity-aware, and an essential characteristic that is
looked for in these devices is their ability to measure and transmit data to a higher-level
system or within a vertical machine-to-machine (M2M) communication system. As with
IoT devices, connectivity is extremely important for IIoT and AIoT. In this respect, a stable
internet connection is essential, which is not a problem in the case of static production
factories. In applications where it is not possible to provide a stable fixed connection to
the Internet, or its installation is complicated and economically inefficient, the way to go
is to connect using ultra-fast 5G modules to a high-speed 5th Generation network [46].
Such an extremely fast connection is essential for Deep Learning inference purposes. This
need arises from the importance of transferring a reasonable amount of data from the AI
processing system to the cloud server, mainly for model retraining, system maintenance
and downloading new, modified deep learning models to the edge device.

Ensuring device connectivity is essential and is one of the pillars of Industry 4.0
deployment. When IoT devices are applied in various industries, it is very often necessary
to ensure lower power consumption in the operating mode, and for this reason, in most
cases they are single-board computers or microcontrollers for which the requirements for
power consumption and compactness are balanced by the lower power required. Most IoT
and IIoT devices do not require a lot of computing power because the requirements of their
tasks do not require it. In the case of off-grid systems or IoT-embedded devices used in
remote areas, such as stations collecting and transmitting environmental data [47–49], the
use of AIoT is problematic because there is a limited source of electricity (or it depends on
meteorological conditions e.g., photovoltaic systems [50] or wind systems [51]). Therefore,
solutions to such applications focus on the use of ultra-low power embedded devices using
microprocessors and microcontrollers [52]. The use of AIoT is problematic in cases of
insufficient infrastructure at the installation site.

Due to the limitation of computer power at small scales, the possibilities for imple-
menting deep learning application-based methods are also limited. Such a fundamental
limitation, unlike business data analysis and server applications, does not allow the use of
artificial intelligence algorithms on the edge, or only partially allows it with constraints.

The conditions we identified for the requirements of Industry 4.0 and the needs of
SMEs for resource-constrained embedded devices for the purpose of this paper were
as follows:

• reduced initial cost of embedded devices,
• hardware designed and software supported specifically for implementing AI on

the edge,
• data mining support for Big Data purposes,
• the same development ecosystem for both prototyping and deployment devices,
• support for open-source AI frameworks,
• can be used for prototyping as well as for deployment,
• functionality supports the essential attributes of Industry 4.0,
• a known production and support cycle for individual devices.
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Understandably, the need to use AI on the edge has created a gap for a new type
of modified IoT devices and research that will reflect the needs of AI implementation in
various industries. Since the generally observed trend is that the more complex the problem
to be solved, requiring a complex problem-solving approach, the deeper the deep learning
neural models required to achieve sufficient accuracy [53]. This fact leads to the further
problem of generalising deep learning neural networks models [54]. To use Artificial
Intelligence of Things, it is necessary to introduce approaches from the fields of IoT and
Artificial Intelligence, as both are necessary attributes of Industry 4.0, as we identified in
Section 3.

4.1. Deep Learning on Resource-Limited Devices

Based on the previous statements, it is obvious that tasks based on Artificial Intelli-
gence using deep learning require specialised hardware. As is well known, computational
tasks associated with deep learning need to be performed in parallel. The most appropriate
means currently is the use of GPUs with a large number of cores or dedicated GPUs based
on Tensor Processing Units (TPUs). Such hardware is not commonly available in IoT
devices because the nature of their activities has not yet led to such a requirement. With the
gradual drive to introduce Artificial Intelligence through deep learning as one of the pillars
of Industry 4.0 transformation to industries, devices capable of processing deep network
algorithms at the point of application—distributed AI—are also required [55]. This in turn
creates a demand for compact embedded devices that would be able to use deep learning
algorithms for their performance.

The relationship between IoT, IIoT and AIoT is shown in Figure 7. In our view, the
relationship between them is synergistic, and each technological overlap of properties
strengthens the contribution of the originally selected technology. This further highlights
the need for multi-disciplinarity in device deployment when an AIoT device meets the
industry standards. Its hardware architecture assumes the acceleration of deep neural
networks, enables the use of Artificial Intelligence in industry [56,57] and meets connectivity
requirements, the housing matches the requirements of the industrial environment, and it
is an embedded device. These properties define IoT devices. Such devices are then able, in
addition to the use of Artificial Intelligence, to perform a partial proxy function for other
IoT devices, which are used, for example, as dataloggers [58] for data collection, but their
performance is in the low-power range, on the order of the power of microprocessors or
microcontrollers, and they have been specifically designed for a narrow profile of activity.
AIoT devices have several orders more power because they are usually (but not necessarily)
compact computers with a full-fledged OS. Then, such devices can also be used to partially
replace other devices and take over their functionalities while continuing to perform their
original purpose.

Figure 7. Relationship between AIoT and IIoT devices in IoT environment.
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4.2. Verification of the Designed Devices Considering the Identified Essential Atrtibutes

As has been mentioned above, it is necessary to distil two other terms from the term
IoT, namely Artificial Intelligence of Things and Industrial Internet of Things, for clarity of
the issue. These two concepts fully complement the potential of IoT in industry, where by
using AI on the edge it is possible to replace conventional methods with AI methods on
the devices whose hardware architecture and software allow it. There are several devices
that can be categorised as AIoT. Since there is no single standard and definition of such
devices, we have based our definition on the attributes we have identified in Section 3.
Among the devices we have turned much of our attention to is Nvidia’s Jetson category
of devices. These devices feature strong hardware architectures for acceleration of neural
networks. Nvidia Jetson devices are designed to infer deep neural networks. They can also
be categorised as AIoT based on their connection to the Internet or connection to an internal
industrial network. The Jetson Nano and Jetson Xavier NX support network connectivity
via Ethernet, Wi-Fi or even cellular communication (4G and now 5G cellular networks).
Such a specialised architecture and connectivity enables the use of advanced real-time
neural network model architectures.

Thus, in Table 2 we compare some of the characteristics of the devices from the
perspective of Industry 4.0, whether they are promising for the fourth generation of industry,
and if they meet the requirements for Industry 4.0 IoT, Big Data, AI, Augmented Reality,
Simulation, Horizontal and Vertical Integration, Additive Manufacturing, Autonomous
Robots, Cloud Computing and Cybersecurity.

Table 2. Evaluation of selected devices in terms of Industry 4.0 attributes.

Industry 4.0 Technologies Jetson AGX Jetson Xavier NX Jetson Nano

IoT Yes Yes Yes
Big Data Yes Yes Yes

Artificial Intelligence Yes Yes Yes
Augmented Reality Yes Yes Yes
Autonomous Robots Yes Yes Yes

Simulation Yes Yes Yes
Horizontal and Vertical Integration No No No

Additive Manufacturing No No No
Cloud Computing Yes Yes Yes

Cybersecurity Yes Yes Yes

In Table 3, we evaluate the properties of selected devices that we selected as suitable
for the implementation of AI on the edge and may be of interest to SMEs [59].

Table 3. Selected devices from an AI perspective for SME.

Ultra Capacity
Mobile

Network (5G)

Supporting
Open-Source
A.I. Libraries

Native Deep
Learning

Acceleration

Housing Ready for
Industry

Application

Cloud
Support

Producer
Product
Support

Power Data Logging

Jetson AGX
Industrial

After
adjustment Yes Yes Yes Yes No 40 W Yes

Jetson Xavier
NX

After
adjustment Yes Yes No Yes No 20 W Yes

Jetson Nano After
adjustment Yes Yes No Yes No 10 W Yes

Despite numerous devices on the market explicitly suited for deep learning work, only
a small percentage can be thought of as suitable. For our purposes we did not considered
devices that are dependent on software support from the manufacturer, as this means the
software ecosystem is closed, and only software supplied by the manufacturer can be used
to exploit the potential of the device. Although such ready-made, comprehensive solutions
are relatively quick to implement, we consider them to be expensive. We aimed to provide
devices that are well-suited to prototyping task solutions while allowing the designed and
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tested solution to be implemented on the same platform. The second requirement that we
considered significant was the support of open-source libraries for Artificial Intelligence
software development, in particular OpenCV, Pytorch, Keras, etc., for seamless prototyping.
Another requirement was a sufficiently long product lifecycle and support for ease-of-use
and to ensure operability. The unity of the development ecosystem was also an important
requirement in the case of using devices from different manufacturer’s performance series.
From the SME perspective, we were also interested in the initial entry cost, plus the flexibil-
ity of the devices for different purposes [60]. After careful consideration, we offer several
devices, along with a description that characterizes them and explains their differences.
These are the Nvidia devices that we have evaluated as a suitable solution considering the
requirements mentioned above, plus others that arise to address the problems highlighted
in this paper.

The selected characteristics are key from our point of view. By evaluating these
characteristics, we want to find out which devices meet our technical characteristics in
accordance with the identified attributes of Industry 4.0, considering the requirements of
AI (hardware and software) and Big Data (collecting data).

Flexibility is a generally expected characteristics of technical systems. It is important
to influence the flexibility of the system by design. Flexibility refers to how the deployed
system can cope with and adapt to external changes that may occur during operation. From
our point of view, flexibility in design and the ability to prototype devices and implement
and test new neural network architectures and models is particularly interesting. Such
experimental developments require wide flexibility in the early stages of design, and it is
essential to react and adapt to external changes. Thus, it is not only about the flexibility of
changing the created design by changing the parameters of the neural network model, but
also about the possibility of creating your own prototype, either using your own libraries,
or using some open-source libraries from available frameworks.

We can say that the Jetson series devices are viable for prototyping and at the same
time for testing and deployment in a real production environment [61]. In addition, a major
advantage besides flexibility in design, testing and deployment is their affordability, which
we see as the key from an SME perspective [62].

For comparison, we selected a few devices with potential industrial applications that
can use Artificial Intelligence to perform tasks using deep learning. Some of the pre-
sented/selected devices are prototype devices that are not intended for direct industrial use
and do not meet industrial standards by their technical design. This problem can be solved
by simply using available cases or by fabricating some additive-method (e.g., 3D printing)
housing with the addition of a seal that would meet the resistance of enclosures required
for electronic devices (IEC 60529) [63]. The need for the above solution is dependent on
the classification of the environment in terms of regulations and standards (IEC 60721-3-
3:2019) [64], which is determined by the designer. This classification is dependent on the
legislation adopted in the country where the system is deployed. We did not consider the
primary purpose of industrial deployment by the manufacturer of the embedded devices
to be necessary, as such devices can be used in industry after the additional modifications
mentioned above.

With the above selection of devices, we mainly wanted to highlight existing approaches
to the use of deep learning in industry and possible new solutions and approaches that
have the potential to establish themselves in the market. Hence, our endeavour has been to
highlight the possibilities of using hardware ready for prototyping and implementing deep
neural networks with respect to the needs of SMEs [65] and the attributes of Industry 4.0
identified in Section 3. The characteristics of selected devices in the context of Industry 4.0
are in Table 2.

We consider most prospective devices based on our assumptions above based on our
selection of devices from the Nvidia Jetson family. This is due to the use of the already
established and good hardware architecture of GPU cores and the partial use of tensor
cores. The strength of Jetson devices is the native support for CuDNN libraries that feature
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kernel-optimised architectures such as ResNet, EfficientNet, SSD, MaskRCNN, Unet, VNet
and more [66].

A significant advantage of using Jetson devices is that they all use the same software
ecosystem [67]. Therefore, the same deep-model development process can be used for
different ranges of applicability in terms of the required performance for a given application.
Moving around in such a unified ecosystem is a great facilitator of development. The same
process can be used for software development, and the same software tools can be used for
both smaller and larger projects, as Nvidia Jetson provides devices with varying perfor-
mance. Low entry costs facilitate initial prototyping, as the software model can be built
and tested with very low entry costs before deployment. Possible extensions and changes
can also be easily adapted, even if hardware performance needs to be increased, since, as
we have described, all devices share a same development ecosystem. The development
process will therefore be similar.

The Jetson Family does not just offer prototyping facilities in the form of Jetson Devel-
oper Kits. System-on-Module designs are suitable and recommended by the manufacturer
for use in operation, i.e., not just prototyping devices. In the case of the high-performance
AGX model, its design makes it directly ready for use in the industry. The Jetson AGX meets
the industry standard with its design. The entire development environment is supported
by the Nvidia NGC catalogue, with pre-trained, performance-optimised deep models,
software containers and cloud support to facilitate custom deployments. You can then
use the pre-trained model with your own real or synthetic data. Figure 8 showing Jetson
software ecosystem.

Figure 8. Jetpack Software ecosystem.

4.2.1. Jetson Nano

The Jetson Nano is built with a 64-bit quad-core Arm Cortex-A57 CPU running at
1.43 GHz alongside an NVIDIA Maxwell GPU with 128 CUDA cores capable of 472 GFLOPs
(16 bits floating point) and has 4 GB of 64-bit RAM onboard along with 16 GB of eMMC
storage and runs Linux for Tegra. The board size is 70 × 45 mm and has a 260-pin SODIMM
connector supporting many interfaces, such as video, audio, USB. Jetson Nano is powered
by micro-USB and consumes only 5 watts, and has extensive I/O ranging from GPIO to CSI.

NVIDIA also provides a Software Developer Kit (SDK) named Jetpack. Jetpack com-
prises many features: a board support package (BSP), Linux OS, NVIDIA CUDA and
TensorRT software libraries for deep learning, computer vision libraries and GPU com-
puting and multimedia processing. These capabilities enable multi-sensor Autonomous
Robots, IoT devices with intelligent edge analytics and advanced AI systems. The SDK
also includes the ability to natively install popular open source Machine Learning (ML)
frameworks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, Caffe, Keras and MXNet, along with frameworks
for computer vision and robotics development such as OpenCV and ROS [68].
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4.2.2. Jetson Xavier NX

An order of magnitude higher than the Jetson Nano is the Jetson Xavier NX. The Jetson
Xavier NX has a powerful 384-core NVIDIA GPU based on the Volta architecture, and
additionally features 48 tensor cores. The Jetson NX Xavier is powered by an input voltage
of 19 V, which is a higher than that of the Jetson Nano. This is due to the more powerful
hardware; hence, the overall power consumption of the Nano is lower than that of the
Xavier. The higher power consumption is due to more powerful hardware, which provides
the possibility to implement more complex neural network models, especially machine
vision, allowing for applications such as robots or drones, etc. It is important to mention
that development kits even in the case of the NX module are defined by the manufacturer as
a non-production device. Still, it is ideal for prototyping and testing various deep learning
techniques to solve defined problems. For comparison, the Jetson Nano has 472 GFLOPs
and the Xavier NX has 21 TOPs.

There are several differences between Nano and Xavier in carrier board (kit) design,
despite the fact that visually they are two similar products. At first glance, the use of active
cooling is obvious in the case of the Xavier module. The Nano has a passive heatsink, but it
is possible to attach additional active cooling to it or to replace it completely with an ICE
Tower Cooling Fan [69]. The NX carrier board version has two M.2 Key slots—E,M—and
the Nano has only one M.2 Key E socket to have the ability to connect via an external Wi-Fi
card. This means that the Xavier has the option to attach fast, M.2 NVMe SSD external
memory for running source code or just expanding storage. Unfortunately, you cannot use
this drive to install an operating system image and boot from this drive. This is strictly
possible only for the SD card—you must boot the operating system from it.

In terms of performance, the fundamental difference between Nano and Xavier is the
use of INT8 precision tensor cores and the cumulative number of CUDA and tensor cores.
Xavier has a Wi-Fi adapter installed from the factory, and the antennas are built-in on the
underside of the plate carrier [70]. Thanks to this design, there is no need to additionally
attach antennas, and they do not take up excess space outside the case as in the Jetson.
Table 4 gives all necessary information about Jetsons.

Table 4. Jetson Nano and Jetson Xavier NX technical specifications.

Parameters Jetson Nano B01 Jetson Xavier NX

GPU 128-core Maxwell 384 CUDA cores and 48 tensor cores

CPU Quad-core ARM A57 1.43 GHz 6-core NVIDIA Carmel ARM 64-bit CPU

Memory 4 GB 64-bit LPDDR4 25.6 GB/s 8 GB 128-bit LPDDR4x 51.2 GB/s

Storage MicroSD MicroSD, M.2

Video Encoder 4 K @ 30 | 4 × 1080 p–30 fps 2 × 4 K 30 fps, 6 × 1080 p–60 fps

Camera 2 × MIPI CSI-2 2 × MIPI CSI-2

Connectivity Ethernet, M.2 Key E Ethernet, M.2 Key E, M.2 Key M

Others GPIO, I2C, I2S, SPI, UART HDMI,4 × USB 3.1, USB 2.0 Micro-B, GPIO, I2C, I2S, SPI, UART

One of the weaknesses of the abovementioned models is that, although it is possible
to use these devices after certain modifications, use in industry is not recommended by
the manufacturer. This is the problem with most of the current cheap solutions that could
be used as a basic solution for SMEs. While the Jetson Nano and Jetson Xavier pins, Asus
T-inker, excel in prototyping solutions, their use in a real industrial environment is not
recommended and would be done at users’ own risk. In the case of production systems,
such an experimental setup would require its own long-term testing of the reliability of the
system in question.
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4.2.3. Jetson AGX Industrial

AGX Industrial meets the necessary manufacturer’s warranties. It can be deployed
in locations with challenging conditions for application operations using AI at the edge.
It therefore meets the expected industry standard that is sorely needed in the field of AI
on edge devices, although independent testing is not yet available. It is made in two
variants. The Jetson Xavier AGX Developer’s kit [71,72] is suitable for prototyping and
experimenting with the proposed solution. The second version is the aforementioned
finished product ready to deploy the solution in industry.

As with the other Jetson devices, the Xavier AGX works with the same development
ecosystem as Nano and Xavier NX: Jetpack for building AI-powered application. There
is the possibility of using the Safety Extension Package to create an industrial application
respecting the IEC 61508 and ISO13849 industry standards [73]. Another strong argument
in favour of AGX Industrial is the product security, and thus the ability to create secure
products. This includes, for example, the implementation of verified secure boot and
hardware accelerated cryptography for encrypted storage and memory. One of the other key
features is an operation lifetime guaranteed for 10 years [74]. This is especially important
in terms of guaranteeing the functionality of the solution, repairability, serviceability and
sustainability of the application that could work in an industrial environment. The key
characteristics that Jetson AGX Industrial fulfils are clearly listed in Table 5. In terms of
graphics performance, the AGX has 512 CUDA graphics cores and 64 tensor cores. The
processor used is an 8-core NVIDIA Carmel Arm 8 MB L2 processor. This represents a
performance of 30 TOPS, which is noticeably more than in the case of the Jetson Xavier
NX. Detailed benchmark comparisons between the Jetson Xavier NX and Jetson AGX
devices have been performed [75]. From the results, it is clear that, as expected, the Jetson
AGX performed better on the pre-trained models. For instance, for the ResNet 50 Image
classification, the AGX performed 1.7× better than the NX.

Table 5. Jetson Xavier AGX Industrial technical specifications.

Parameters Jetson Xavier AGX Industrial

GPU 512 CUDA cores and 64 tensor cores

CPU 8-core NVIDIA Carmel 64-bit CPU
8 MB L2 + 4 MB L3

Memory 32 GB 256-bit LPDDR4x 36.5 GB/s

Storage 64 GB eMMC

Video Encoder 4 K–30 fps, 4 × 1080 p 30 fps, 9 × 720 p 30 fps

Camera 6 cameras

Connectivity Ethernet, M.2 Key E

Others USB 2.0
UART, SPI, CAN, I2C, I2S, DMIC & DSPK, GPIOs

Power 20 W–40 W

Table 6 summarizes the parameters that allow the Jetson AGX to be properly used in
industry, with the following properties guaranteed: operating temperature and vibration,
humidity and operating lifetime.

All presented devices meet the requirements to be a part of the proposed solutions in
the field of Artificial Intelligence. The identified attributes are supported by these devices
in all aspects. Jetson devices are included in the IoT device (or AIoT) category. These are
low-powered, built-in devices that allow you to connect to the Internet and send or receive
data as needed. In connection with the IoT pillar, there is also support for Cloud-Native
technologies for rapid development. Jetpack also enables GPU accelerated containerized
applications [76]. In the case of Cybersecurity, this is a very challenging area. In this
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area, in addition to IT systems, we recognize the threat of Artificial Intelligence algorithms
“deceiving” a deep model on the basis of targeted input exchange to achieve incorrect
evaluation of inputs by model parameters. The upcoming solution for the aforementioned
devices is NVIDIA’s open AI framework, Morpheus, for processing, filtering and classifying
real-time data. [77]. The pillar of Artificial Intelligence is an integral part because the
mentioned devices are specific for implementation in this area. The Big Data pillar is
related to the previous pillars. The presented devices are able to collect and send data to the
Cloud and thus fill the database with the obtained data for subsequent data analysis and
evaluation. Simulation is partially supported. Jetpack includes the ISAAC Sim SDK, which
provides a developer environment to create physically accurate simulations using synthetic
datasets [78]. The use of the Jetsons in connection with Augmented Reality is possible.
The task of these devices is to use them to identify objects in space using a camera [79–81].
From the name Horizontal and Vertical Integration, it is clear that this is not a technical
feature of the embedded system; we can classify them as business strategies.

Table 6. Jetson Xavier AGX Industrial technical specifications.

Key Industrial Features Jetson AGX Industrial

Operational Temperature −40 ◦C to 85 ◦C at TTP

Vibration Operational
10–500 Hz, 5G RMS (random/sinusoidal)
Non-operational: 10–1000 Hz, 3G RMS,

3-axis, FCT

Temperature Operational: −40 ◦C to 85 ◦C at TTP

Humidity Non-operational: 95% RH, −10 ◦C to 65 ◦C

Operating Lifetime 10 Years

5. Discussion

Available research clearly agrees with the need for digitisation for small- and medium-
sized enterprises. The authors consider SMEs as key players in the market, but also as the
most endangered by the need to digitise and thus improve their competitiveness compared
to large companies. At the same time, surveys conducted in various countries point to
the unpreparedness or even reluctance of more than half of SMEs to prepare a strategy
to digitise them and upgrade them to the Smart Factory level, which could jeopardise
the market soon as they do not run out of production capacity as a result of the growing
demands for large companies using digitisation tools.

For these reasons, it is necessary for small- and medium-sized enterprises to create
and implement strategies and plans for digitisation of their production environment and
transformation to a level close to the Smart Factory. Digitisation is a major challenge
for SMEs, whether financial, technological, or educational, and the three challenges are
closely interlinked.

Probably the most important of these three challenges is the financial challenge,
associated with the lack of capital needed to move the business to Industry 4.0. Small- and
medium-sized enterprises cannot compete with large companies in terms capital, which
is why digitalisation is a major problem for them. It could be solved by implementing
only the attributes of Industry 4.0 needed to transform the company to a level close to
the Smart Factory. If companies incorporate the necessary attributes, they will be able
to profit from them and speed up and improve their production, which would increase
their competitiveness in the market and thus increase profits. As an example, we illustrate
predictive maintenance. If the company were able to effectively predict machine failures,
it would be able to avoid them and could effectively use the time required for repairs for
production, which would create less downtime.

The second big challenge is the technological challenge. Enterprises often have older
machines from which it is difficult to obtain data [82]. These machines need to be replaced
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with newer IoT devices, or the old devices transformed via new devices/sensors to the
IoT level needed for efficient data collection. Without the right technical equipment,
transformation of companies to a level close to the Smart Factory will be difficult. Horizontal
and Vertical System Integration is also part of this challenge if the company has several non-
communicating systems. It is necessary to unify the systems either into one large system or
to ensure the transfer of critical data between existing systems. In the case of critical data
transmission, it will be necessary to analyse such data to start the integration process.

Collecting data from all sensors/facilities in the company and evaluating them can be
difficult for small- and medium-sized enterprises. Therefore, it is also possible to determine
the criticality and non-criticality of the collected data, as mentioned above, and to evaluate
just such data. Data analysis needs sufficient computing power. Businesses have two
options for dealing with this problem. The first solution is to use computers with sufficient
performance and perform analysis in house, which can be costly in terms of investment and
energy cost. The second solution is to invest in the Cloud, whereby the company would
lease the performance from an intermediary. It is up to each business which of these two
options they consider to be more beneficial.

The third challenge is the educational challenge. Businesses need to have people
educated in new technologies and data analysis. They will either have to look for competent
workers in the labour market or train their own employees from their ranks. People
educated in the technologies, methods and procedures for implementing the Industry 4.0
concept will be critical for the industry in the near future according to a survey [38].
Secondary schools and universities will have to undergo changes and the incorporation
of Industry 4.0 technologies into their curricula. At the same time, it also leads to the
requirement to have qualified teachers in these areas. Competencies will also be needed
in senior management positions in companies, and countries will have to approach and
contribute to digitisation. The survey results also revealed that managers of SMEs who can
make the decision to incorporate a digitalisation strategy are not aware of the importance
of such an innovation in their enterprises. Two-thirds of the respondents stated that they
had no opinion on the investment intensity of digitalisation, and half of the respondents
had no opinion on the importance of Industry 4.0 applications [38]. It follows that there
is a need to raise awareness of Industry 4.0, especially for SME managers, to realize the
benefits of digitisation and the risks associated with the traditional way of production.

Identifying the essential attributes of Industry 4.0 is a great help for SMEs, especially in
terms of investment and the complexity of digitalisation. Our solution offers the possibility
to partially mitigate the high investment in increasing the level of digitalisation by imple-
menting only the necessary attributes/technologies of Industry 4.0, which is also the subject
of the first mentioned challenge. Our research also confirms the European Commission’s
assertion of the importance of implementing AI and Big Data in SMEs, but our findings
expand the set of necessary attributes to include IoT, Cloud Computing, Simulation and
Cybersecurity. The European Commission highlights a Business-to-Business strategy for
working with data. Such a strategy requires sharing data between businesses, thus creating
the need for the Cloud. With the creation of the Cloud and the need to send data, it is
necessary to take care of the security of the data shared in this way—it is necessary to
incorporate Cybersecurity. Big Data implies data mining, which is largely only possible
from IoT devices. It follows that the attributes we have identified need to be incorporated
into the solution that the European Commission for SMEs is working with.

For the second challenge, we have suggested the devices that meet the identified
attributes of the Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence and are also applicable for
data collection in the area of Big Data. In the future, the third challenge of human resources
and knowledge in the field of digitalisation will still need to be addressed. These devices
are not off-the-shelf solutions, and it is therefore necessary to have specialists (developers)
in the company capable of working with them. This brings us back to the importance
of the third challenge. Their main advantage is their low entry cost, and compared to
other IoT devices, they have high performance dedicated to AI tasks. There is a wide
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range of application possibilities, whether for prototyping or deployment solutions in
manufacturing, transportation, agriculture, healthcare and more. Subsequently, we have
described the selected devices, their hardware features and software support and compared
them with each other. From the abovementioned findings, we have summarised the main
benefits for SMEs and have explained why they are promising.

We present the offered devices as one of the possibilities, as there are many other
manufacturers on the market, and other factors such as the geographical availability of
products may also enter into the requirements for affordable embedded devices with the
requirement for AI tasks. However, these are out of the scope of this paper. Thus, our
proposed solution is not definitive and does not account for all requirements that may
arise in individual use cases. In particular, it considers computing power for the needs
of AI algorithms, usability in the implementation of Industry 4.0 attributes, low entry
cost and versatility for implementing the application in different parts of production. By
providing our own perspective on the issues addressed in this paper, we aim to contribute
to the successful transformation of SME enterprises into a fourth-generation industry,
which is closely related to the need to implement Artificial Intelligence on the edge in
industrial manufacturing.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we focused on identifying the essential attributes of Industry 4.0 for
SMEs and on advancing their level of digitalisation. We identified the attributes by
analysing scientific articles and studies from the year 2016 to 2022. The technologies
that SMEs should incorporate into digitalisation strategies are IoT, Big Data analytics, Arti-
ficial Intelligence, Cloud Computing, Simulation and Cybersecurity, which is the answer to
the scientific question from the Introduction. If a company has several non-communicating
systems, Horizontal and Vertical System Integration is added to the technologies for SMEs.
From our analysis of the articles, Big Data has been identified as the most important Indus-
try 4.0 technology. Big Data combines the other identified attributes. Data are collected from
IoT devices, stored in repositories or in the Cloud and evaluated by Artificial Intelligence,
and simulation is created from the data. The authors of the studies in the literature review
were primarily concerned with Industry 4.0 technologies, which they identified as key;
however, their research was not focused on SMEs. The main novelty in this paper is our
approach to the topic, in that unlike the available articles, we have chosen to identify the
essential attributes with respect to the needs of SMEs. As we have shown, the authors of the
articles, the European Commission and the survey creators clearly agree on the importance
and need to digitise SMEs, and in particular the fields of Artificial Intelligence and Big
Data. This paper also proposed the types of interdisciplinary, specialized facilities suitable
to implement deep learning algorithms in different industries. In the selection of these
devices, we took into account the aspects resulting from the expectations for SMEs, such
as low cost. We described each device from both a software and hardware perspective.
We examined the suitability of the devices for their respective attributes for their use in
Industry 4.0 transformation. We proposed three dedicated devices resource-limited to
the use of AI on the edge. The Jetson Nano and Jetson Xavier NX devices are primarily
suitable for prototyping, while the Xavier can also be used for solution deployment in
certain circumstances. The third device was the Jetson Xavier AGX Industrial, which meets
all industry standards for use in an industrial environment in addition to prototyping. With
the support of the JetPack SDK software ecosystem, it is possible to use advanced Artificial
Intelligence-based software design and implementation methods using NVIDIA support.

Therefore, it is essential to look for ways and methods to facilitate digitisation. We
recommend focusing on the areas mentioned earlier and including these technologies in
SME digitisation strategy plans. Digitisation is financially, technologically and personnel
intensive. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the benefits of digitisation far outweigh its
challenges. Therefore, it is in the interest of businesses to embrace the digitalisation challenge.
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Identifying the important attributes of Industry 4.0 allows us to focus our research for
SMEs on the application of these attributes in enterprises. Therefore, we would like to focus
on developing a platform for SMEs considering the identified attributes. The platform
should offer a proposal for a possible solution to incorporate the mentioned attributes and
help SMEs with the incorporation of a digitalisation strategy. As we mentioned, companies
often have old machines from which data is difficult to mine. Part of our future work will
be to propose possible solutions to upgrade old machines with IoT devices with respect to
cost. The platform will include options for data mining, data processing, storage designs,
Cloud solutions and the use of AIoT devices.
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